The Tabletop Pocket Chart (LER 2523) is perfect for any classroom! Great for small group lessons or learning centers! Use this portable pocket chart for a sentence building center. Store sentence strips in the convenient storage pouch and pull them out when needed. Use the pocket chart for a spelling center or to hold cards for patterning and grouping exercises. Problem solving becomes easy when students can use the pocket chart to see their work.

Expand your center ideas using the five different pocket chart card sets made specifically for the Tabletop Pocket Chart. The card sets emphasize phonemic awareness (LER 2525), word families (LER 2526), simple sentences (LER 2527), money (LER 2534), and time (LER 2528) skills.

The possibilities for center activities are endless! The 9.75” x 7” storage pocket makes setting up the center quick and easy. Since the Tabletop Pocket Chart is portable, you will have everything you need for a great center activity ready to go!
Use these great card sets made for the Tabletop Pocket Chart available from Learning Resources®:

LER 2525  Phonemic Awareness Tabletop PC cards
LER 2526  Word Families Tabletop PC cards
LER 2527  Simple Sentences Tabletop PC cards
LER 2528  Time Tabletop PC cards
LER 2534  Money Tabletop PC cards